Major Required Courses

- ADMG 271 Business Math Applications 4
- BSED 146 Basic Accounting 5
- FCSA 280 Basic Sewing Techniques 3
- FCSA 289 NW Tour in Apparel and Textiles 3
- FCSA 301 Intro to the Fashion Industry 4
- FCSA 351 Socio-cultural Aspects of Apparel 4
- FCSA 353 Sewn Product Analysis 3
- FCSA 355 Consumer Textiles 4
- FCSA 379 Internship Planning 1
- FCSA 381 Fashion Show Production 2
- FCSA 389 Fashion Trend Analysis 3
- FCSA 452 History of Fashion 4
- FCSA 487 FM Exit Assessment 1
- FCSA 489 Retail Buying 4
- FCSG 419 Applied Research 3
- IT 258 Spreadsheet Applications 3
- RMT 330 Principles of Retailing 4
- RMT 340 Principles of Selling 4
- FCSA 490 Cooperative Education 10
- Approved Electives 10
- 79 Total Credits

Elective Options:

- FCSA 381 Fashion Show Production 2
  Can be repeated twice for a total of 4 elective credits
- FCSA 388 Apparel Construction Two 3
- FCSA 488 Fashion Line Development 3
  Can be repeated twice for a total of 6 elective credits
- TH 465 Costume & Fashion Drawing 3
- RMT 485 International Retailing 4
- RMT 467 Retail Management 4
- TH 361 Stage Costuming 3
- IT 248 Web Fundamentals 2
- IT 288 Business Presentation Applications 2
- ADMG 201 Introduction to Business 3
- ADMG 385 Business Comm. & Report Writing 5
- FCSG 220 Leadership in Hum. Dev. 4
- FCSG 320 Prog. Mng & Planning 4
- FCSG 420 Prog. Promotion & Advertising 5
- FCSG 230 Program & Event Budgets 2
- ECON 101, 201 or 202 5

Apparel Design Minor

- FCSA 280 - Basic Sewing Techniques (3)
  OR TH 261 - Costume Technology (3)
- FCSA 301 - Introduction to the Fashion Industry (4)
- FCSA 355 - Consumer Textiles (4)
- FCSA 389 - Fashion Trend Analysis (3)
- FCSA 388 - Apparel Construction II (3)
  OR TH 361 - Stage Costuming (3)
- FCSA 488 - Fashion Line Development (3)
- TH 340 - Introduction to Theatre Design (3)
- TH 461 - Costume Design (4)
- TH 465 - Costume and Fashion Drawing (3)
- 30 Total Credits

ATM Minor

- FCSA 181 Fashion Show Production 2
- FCSA 280 Basic Sewing Techniques 3
- FCSA 301 Introduction to the Fashion Industry 4
- FCSA 351 Socio-cultural Aspects of Apparel 4
- FCSA 353 Sewn Product Analysis 3
- FCSA 355 Consumer Textiles 4
- FCSA 389 Fashion Trend Analysis 3
- FCSA 489 Retail Buying 4
- RMT 330 Principles of Retailing 4
- 31 Total Credits